Recognizing that gains historically attributed to trade capture instead the roles of institutions and geography, we estimate the relationship between labor productivity and trade for a panel of countries, 1980 to 2000. We use real and nominal openness as measures of trade. The endogeneity of trade and institutional quality is accounted for with instruments. Our trade instrument is based on a theoretically motivated gravity equation and uses a more comprehensive data set than in related studies. Fixed-and random-effects and system-GMM panel estimation methods address potential biases associated with cross-section estimations. We find a robust relationship between real openness and labor productivity from the 1990s. Countries that trade more generate higher levels of productivity, supporting an institutional theory of growth. We find evidence that countries with low-quality institutions benefit from openness to trade and that the positive effect of trade on labor productivity is lower for more populated countries.
Introduction
Interest in the relationship between trade and performance (variously taken as levels or growth of output or productivity) is evident across an extensive range of economic research. Empirical evidence points to a relationship between trade and income growth via productivity through, for example, technology transfer effects and scale economies (see Yanikkaya 2003 for a survey), although specific results vary with country sample, time period, and econometric approach. The problematic nature of how to accurately construct and examine this causal relationship is indicated by the range of theoretical investigations undertaken to date.
Developments in applied econometrics have generated varied approaches to investigate how trade and performance are related, but more recent research has focused on whether estimated links capture the roles of institutions and geography, rather than positive trade effects. There is particular agreement that in focusing on improving understanding of the determinants of economic performance, institutions and their differential quality across countries must be included (Levchenko 2007) . Motivated by related literature we investigate the effect of international trade and institutional quality on productivity across a sample of approximately 100 countries 1 from 1980 to 2000 going beyond the cross-section approach associated with such empirical investigations to date. Our contributions include our focus on a panel estimation approach, application of a theoretically motivated measure of trade using a comprehensive data set, and a comprehensive measure of institutional quality. The measurement of trade in this literature includes explicit examination of exports only (in export-led growth studies) and their relationship with output, living standards, or productivity. Related research includes openness as the measure of trade, taking into account both exports and imports as separate but related channels that drive output or productivity growth.
2 The standard measure of openness is the sum of exports and imports expressed as a fraction of GDP, in nominal terms. However, this measure creates difficulties if productivity gains are greater in manufacturing than in services. Specifically, employing Openness as the trade variable creates difficulties because of the potential impact of Balassa-Samuelson effects that arise when wealthy trading economies experience higher consumer price levels than poorer economies because of higher productivity in traded goods sectors being passed on via higher prices to the sheltered parts of the economy. 3 Similarly to Alcala and Ciccone (2004) 4 we use alternative versions of Openness to compare findings and extend their cross-country analysis to a panel setting. To take account of the potential endogeneity of trade and institutional quality and our dependent variable, Productivity, we use instruments. Following the work of Hall and Jones (1999) and Acemoglu, Johnson, and Robinson (2001) , the choice of instruments for institutional quality rests on the relationship between historical European influence and diffusion of the European institutional structure. The work of North (1990) and Landes (1998) , in particular, highlighted that differences in income and growth are determined by the institutional framework and has been incorporated into the trade/growth debate. North (1997, p. 114) in his 1993 Nobel lecture offered a definition of institutions as ''the humanly devised constraints that structure human interaction. They are made up of formal constraints (rules, laws, constitutions), informal constraints (norms of behavior, conventions, and self imposed codes of conduct), and their enforcement characteristics. '' The proposition that weak economic institutions hinder growth is not particularly novel, but an assumption of neoclassical economics that institutional competition and public choice might reduce or eliminate them possibly explains their exclusion from research until recently. Difficulties surrounding measurement in the context of the quotation above provides further practical rationale for their exclusion. Related literature points to several alternative measures to operationalize the concept. Furthermore, given the persistent nature of institutions (Acemoglu and Johnson 2006) availability of sufficient appropriate data is problematic.
Our article is structured as follows. Section 2 provides some background literature on the trade-growth relationship identifying those challenges associated with measures of Openness and Institutional Quality in empirical work. In Section 3 the selected productivity equation we estimate is presented with detailed discussion of the instruments, because a thorough empirical examination must address issues of endogeneity. Analysis and findings based on our estimated results are provided in section 4, and our summary and conclusions are offered in section 5.
causality that may arise when productivity increases that are made through the exploitation of scale economies lead to increased exports (Kunst and Marin 1989) , which can occur if the market structure changes (brought about by increased trade) result in fewer firms and if scale economies allow for increased competitiveness through further cost reductions. 6 In the context of new trade theory, models have been developed indicating how international trade leads to growth by increasing the number of specialized production inputs (Romer 1990; Grossman and Helpman 1991; Rivera-Batiz and Romer 1991) . Helpman and Krugman (1985) show that this outcome is ambiguous, and Grossman and Helpman (1991) also pointed out that tariffs could be growth reducing. Yanikkaya (2003) indicates how trade restrictions can promote growth, under particular conditions and especially for developing countries.
Hence, before the inclusion of (explicit) measures of ''institutions'' research indicated that the impact of trade on growth was equivocal-dependent on market competition, market contestability, and whether the market structure was stable with regard to trade disturbances or might be altered and lead to productivity improvements and changes in technical efficiency. Building on such findings, more recent examinations of trade and growth focus on the extent to which output or productivity changes attributed to trade instead measure the effects of institutions and geography, rather than strictly trade.
The Role of Geography in Explaining Income
A positive correlation between trade and income found in many studies could as validly mean that countries with higher incomes engage in more trade rather than assuming causality from trade to income. Ordinary least squares (OLS) regressions of income on trade neglect the endogeneity of trade and, therefore, fail to accurately identify its effect on income. Frankel and Romer (1999) outline the difficulty in trying to find if trade causes growth since if the trade share (or openness) is endogenous, countries with high incomes (or productivity) due to reasons other than trade may trade more. Because geography is a strong determinant of trade-as gravity models indicate (e.g., Linneman 1966; Frankel 1997 )-and geographical characteristics are not affected by income, a geography-based trade instrument may be estimated. The role of geography in economic growth arises because of geographic conditions that favor economic activity of various types: Access to natural resources, access to coastline and sea for accessing external markets, proximity to strong economies, appropriate resources to support agriculture, and the general conditions supporting human health status, for example, are relevant (Sachs 2000) . As the literature indicates, separating the trade effects from nontrade effects in the context of geographical measures proves to be an informative and fruitful line of inquiry in trade-growth analysis. Frankel and Romer (1999) addressed the simultaneity issue by conducting a two-stage procedure including constructing an instrument using countries' geographic attributes (notably distance from trade partners) that are correlated with trade but uncorrelated with income. In a cross section of countries (98 in their sample) using 1985 trade data, they find that the effect of trade on income is considerably higher (although imprecisely estimated) with instrumental variables (IV) estimation, suggesting that the positive association of trade and income is not entirely attributable to high-income countries trading more. Trade raises income, through accumulation of physical and human capital and by increasing output for given levels of capital. The OLS method understates the effects of trade, and in the IV estimation a 1% increase in trade shares raises income (per capita) by between 1.5% and 2% (across different sample specifications). Rodriguez and Rodrik (2001) highlighted the potential for upward bias to the IV estimate unless controls for additional channels (public health, quality of institutions, natural endowments) were included in the trade-growth analysis. They ran the Frankel and Romer regressions extended to incorporate distance from the equator, the percentage of a country's land area that is in the tropics, and a set of regional dummies. All additional variables displayed highly significant coefficients, suggesting that the Frankel-Romer estimates captured such nontrade effects on income. They found that the IV estimates became statistically insignificant (reduced below the OLS) and concluded that the nontrade effects of geography were the main driving forces behind their findings.
Subsequent research by Irwin and Tervio (2002) using the Frankel-Romer method over the twentieth century (across subperiods 1913-1995) generated consistent findings across the period. Although addressing the critique of Rodriguez and Rodrik (2001) did not significantly affect the OLS results, it eliminated the consistent relationship between trade and income in the IV regressions over the entire period. They concluded that trade is measured with substantial error and/or it is an imperfect proxy for other income-enhancing interactions between nations.
As identified in Alcala and Ciccone (2004) , potential deficiencies arise in using the standard measure of the trade share, openness (nominal exports plus imports expressed relative to nominal GDP). If trade increases productivity, where gains are greater in manufacturing than in nontradable services, a rise in the relative price of services might result in a decrease in openness. They estimate a measure of real openness 7 in a cross-country analysis of the tradeproductivity relationship also using 1985 trade data. Their proposed real openness measure uses exports and imports in exchange rate US$, and GDP is measured at PPP US$ prices that are comparable across countries. They find higher real openness is directly associated with higher trade rather than cross-country differences in the relative price of nontradable goods. The trade instrument constructed is based on a comprehensive data set with 2.5 times the observations used in Frankel and Romer (1999) , and the same data source 8 is used in both cases. Trade is found to be a significant and robust determinant of aggregate productivity with an elasticity of approximately 1.2. Using a comprehensive data set 9 containing over 270% more observations on bilateral trade than used in Frankel and Romer (1999) , Noguer and Siscart (2005, p. 451) explained the contribution of this additional data in the following terms:
…previous studies faced a shortage in data availability for bilateral trade. To overcome this limitation, the authors imputed ''geographically'' constructed trade shares … to country pairs for which they lacked bilateral trade data but for which they had geographical and population data (the gravity regressors). … As a consequence, they obtain a relatively weak instrument, especially for those countries for which they had no bilateral trade data at all. In the 98-country sample of Frankel and Romer (1999) available bilateral trade data. … By using a larger data set that allows us to avoid imputation, we get a more powerful instrument. The F-statistic of the exclusion of the instrument from the First Stage for the set of countries for which Frankel and Romer had no bilateral trade data increases from 0.27 to 7.3. For the overall sample, it increases from 8.85 to 35.48.
The result was a statistically significant stronger instrument for their estimations of specifications (following Frankel and Romer 1999 and Rodriguez and Rodrik 2001) . The effect of including geographical controls reduced the elasticity of income (per capita) to trade share from 2.5 to between 0.9 and 1.3, and in each specification the coefficient was statistically significant.
To investigate the nontrade effects of geography on income in the context of valid instrumental variables, they examined which geographical variables could be deemed independent determinants of income and suitable for inclusion as controls and which geographical variables (if any) were significantly correlated with the selected instrument. The variables of potential significance for the determination of income were considered as latitude (impacting via institutions) and the percent of population in the tropics (impacting via disease and morbidity), in line with McArthur and Sachs (2001) . In the presence of correlation with the instrument, respecification of the income-trade relationship was required, 10 and the trade coefficient was estimated at 1.04. Several proxies for institutional quality were also included as controls to consider the sensitivity of the estimated trade coefficient, which remained robust around 1 and retained its statistical significance.
Institutions Determining Economic Performance
The role and importance of institutions has been examined extensively in, for example, La Porta et al. (1997 Porta et al. ( , 1998 and Acemoglu et al. (2001 Acemoglu et al. ( , 2002 Acemoglu et al. ( , 2003 , with agreement that institutions matter for economic performance and are differentiated across northern and southern outcomes. Easterly (2001) outlines that basic institutional requirements to facilitate economic performance include protection of property rights, rule of law, efficient bureaucracy, corruption-free government, and political constraint on the executive. Rather than being defined as ''proximate determinants'' of economic growth, investment in physical and human capital offer a potential for growth that without supporting institutions-the ultimate causes of growth-cannot be exploited. Over a number of studies Acemoglu et al. (2001 Acemoglu et al. ( , 2002 Acemoglu et al. ( , 2003 identify that weak (strong) institutional quality causes lower (higher) per capita income and higher (lower) macroeconomic volatility. They focus particularly on the ''historically determined component of institutions '' (2003, p. 71) and do not address the potential contributory role of trade to macroeconomic outcomes.
The authors cited in this section consider institutions as a more significant explanatory variable than geography, the rationale being that once the impact of institutions is included, geography adds little to explaining cross country difference in income-a finding, therefore, at odds with the conclusion of the supremacy of geography in Sachs and Warner (1995 , 1999 .
Just how best to measure institutions is not entirely clear. Temple's (1999) review of empirical growth literature identified research that, before publication of the Economic Freedom of the World (EFW) Index, examined the role of institutions for economic outcomes: Keefer and Knack (1995) using indicators of property rights (subsequently used in the definition of ''social infrastructure'' in Hall and Jones 1999), Mauro (1995) using measures of corruption, and Barro (1997) using an indicator of political rights. The breadth of measures used arises as Levchenko (2007, p. 791) explains, because the term institutions ''typically refers to a wide range of structures that affect economic outcomes: contract enforcement, property rights, investor protection, the political system, and the like.''
The EFW Index (Gwartney and Lawson 2003; Gwartney, Holcombe, and Lawson 2004; Gwartney 2009) 11 measures institutional quality across five dimensions, namely:
N Size of government N Legal structure and security of property rights N Access to sound money N Freedom to trade internationally N Regulation of capital, labor, and business offering both a multifaceted, ''reliable and useful'' (de Haan, Lundstrom, and Sturm 2006) composite measure of institutional quality that focuses more on formal constraints on interactions rather than informal behavioral or chosen conducts that also play a role. This article reexamines the relationship between labor productivity and trade openness and institutions, favoring labor productivity over income because of an interest in the productive performance of economies rather than on income or living standards, although clearly all are closely related with their divergence depending on unemployment, demographic structure (dependency), and labor force participation. Our estimating approach follows the literature in employing instruments for trade openness and institutions. The main innovation is that we employ repeated cross sections compared to a single cross section of one year (usually 1985) widely used in this literature thus far. This permits a consideration of a wider a range of sensitivity and robustness analyses relating to the finding that countries that trade more experience higher levels of income.
Fixed-and random-effects and system-GMM panel estimation methods are used to address potential biases associated with cross-section estimations such as small sample bias, omitted variable problems, and endogeneity of explanatory variables. Furthermore, we use rich data sets for our trade and institutions instruments, removing any need to rely on imputation of missing data.
Estimation Approach
In our approach Labor Productivity is determined by the amount of trade a country engages in, own country size (measured by Population and physical Area), Institutional Quality, with geographical control variables also included, as follows, for the benchmark year:
Workforce it a i za 1 Trade it za 2 log Pop it za 3 log Area i za 4 IQual it za 5 X it zu it , ð3:1Þ
where PPPGDP it /WORKFORCE it denotes Labor Productivity per worker in country i. Trade denotes measures of Openness, and we consider both nominal and real Openness here. 12 As
Openness is measured relative to GDP, it offers one indicator of the importance of the size of the economy for economic performance. Two further measures indicate economy size: Pop represents domestic scale of production measured as population, and Area denotes the land area in square kilometers. These are included because the size or scale of a country impacts not only its propensity to trade externally but also internally (see Frankel and Romer 1999, p. 380 ); a larger country would be expected to offer more opportunities for within-country trade. Hence, a further geography-based test of trade's impact is considered by examining whether intracountry trade increases productivity, focusing on whether larger countries, measured by population, generate higher productivity. IQual denotes institutional quality, and X represents geography control variables. Finally, u it denotes the error term, assumed to be well behaved. Data for productivity, nominal imports, and exports, GDP in PPP US$ used to measure openness, and population to measure scale are taken from the Penn World Tables, 6. 2 (Heston, Summers, and Aten 2006) . Area is taken from the World Development Indicators (2005) of the World Bank.
Our measure of Institutional Quality for the period 1980-2000 is sourced from the Economic Freedom of the World Index (EFWI). Data are available annually beginning in 2000, and so we use data for 1980, 1985, 1990, 1995 , and 2000 for our purposes. We build a subindex that is based on four of the five components of the EFWI. We exclude freedom to trade internationally, because this component is closely associated with openness. Although the EFWI is built using perception-based 13 indicators, and thus measures the perceived level of institutional quality, we use it in the empirical analysis for two reasons. Not only is it available since the early 1980s, meeting our time dimension requirements, but it also covers both developed and developing countries we wish to include in our sample and, being based on a large number of different sources, reduces potential data bias. We are aware of the weaknesses of the data in the early years of the sample, and this is taken into account when evaluating results. Our selected variables allow us to take a minimum of 98 countries for which required data are available for 1980, 1985, and 1990 . For 1995 and 2000 data a further 14 countries are available (see Appendix Table A1 ). As our sample is very close to the 98-country sample used in Frankel and Romer (1999) and Noguer and Siscart (2005) , we are able to compare our results with their findings.
To instrument for institutional quality, Hall and Jones (1999) use the population share speaking English since birth, the population share speaking one of the five primary European languages, distance from the equator, and Frankel and Romer's (1999) geography-based trade measure.
14 We find the population share speaking English statistically significant and include it with geography control variables including distance from the equator (measures used in Hall 12 Real openness is national imports plus exports (in US$) divided by national GDP in PPP US$. 13 Kaufmann, Kraay, and Mastruzzi (2006) argue that perceptions-based data provide valuable insights relative to objective data on governance. 14 Hall and Jones (1999) considered that the first three variables are correlated with historical influence of Europe and with providing a channel for the European institutional framework to have a growth impact. Alcala and Ciccone (2004) drop the fraction of English-speaking population, finding it does not support prediction of the endogenous variables in the specifications used. Acemoglu, Johnson, and Robinson (2001) use European settler mortality during the eighteenth and nineteenth centuries as an instrument.
and Jones, 1999) 15 and continent dummies for Europe, Africa, and Asia-Pacific, where the omitted dummy represents America. To develop our instrument for trade, Frankel and Romer's (1999) method is followed where a gravity equation is used to estimate bilateral trade shares based on countries' geographic characteristics and size. The data set used is a panel data set of bilateral trade flows across 178 countries for each year we consider between 1975 and 2000 (i.e., annual data). The data are from Rose (2005) . 16 This represents a substantial increase on the data set used by Frankel and Romer (1999) , Rodriguez and Rodrik (2001) , and Noguer and Siscart (2005) of approximately 100 countries to instrument for trade. In our specification of the bilateral trade equation the dependent variable is total trade relative to PPP GDP (Trade ijt /PPPGDP i ) in logs. We include log population and log area as measures of size, log distance as measure of transport costs, and a number of dummy variables that proxy for countries' geographic characteristics and integration agreements. In addition, we include trading partners' dummies as proxies for multilateral resistance terms, which Anderson and van Wincoop (2003) where i denotes the exporter, j denotes the importer, and t denotes the year. The explanatory variables c i and x j are exporter and importer country dummies, Pop is population, A is area, Dist is the distance between i and j, Landl is the number of landlocked countries in the country pair, Lang is a dummy variable that is unity if i and j have a common language and zero otherwise, Adj is a dummy variable that is unity if i and j have a common border and zero otherwise, Island is the number of island nations in the pair i, j, Comcol is a dummy variable that is unity if i and j were ever colonies after 1945 with the same colonizer, Currcol is a binary variable that is unity if i and j are colonies at time t, CU is a binary variable that is unity if i and j use the same currency at time t, Colony is a binary variable that is unity if i ever colonized j or vice versa, RTA is a binary variable that is unity if i and j belong to the same regional trade agreement, Gw1 and Gw2 are binary variables that are unity if i and j are GATT/WTO members, respectively, and Gsp is a binary variable that is unity if i extends the GSP to j or vice versa. Here m ijt represents other omitted influences in bilateral trade. The aggregated bilateral trade shares predicted by the gravity equation provide a geography-based instrument for trade for each of the countries we include in the estimation of our productivity equation (Appendix Figure A1 offers a plot of predicted trade shares and real openness). Table 1 contains descriptive statistics and the correlation matrix for selected variables. Real Openness displays a lower mean than Openness, and the correlation between the log of Openness and the log of Real Openness is high at 0.73. The log of Real Openness is more highly correlated with log Labor Productivity than Openness (compare 0.60 and 0.28).
Descriptive Statistics and Estimation Results
The results of testing for the Balassa-Samuelson effect are provided in Table 2 . We regress the price level on Real Openness and other variables included in the productivity equation. Both fixed-effects and random-effects two-stage-least-squares (2SLS) estimations were conducted, and all geography controls and a constant were also included. Results indicate that Real Openness has a highly significant positive effect on the price level for specifications including and excluding institutional quality, confirming the trade-related Balassa-Samuelson effect in our sample. Our range of coefficients on Real Openness (between 0.53 and 0.71) is higher than that estimated in Alcala and Ciccone (of 0.31), indicating the highly positive impact of a geography-based instrument of trade on the price level and emphasizing the need to take it into account. Table 3 contains the first-stage regression results for Real Openness and for our measure of Institutional Quality. Our geography-based trade instrument is a statistically significant determinant (1%) of Real Openness in all periods, when controlling for population, area, distance from equator, fraction of population speaking English, and the continental dummies. The F-statistic for the hypothesis that our instrument can be excluded from the regression is statistically significant over all periods, indicating the appropriateness of its inclusion.
Instruments Estimation
Results of the first-stage regression for our proxy of Institutional Quality indicate that the fraction of population speaking English (englfrac) is statistically significant for all time periods, except 1980. Distance to the equator is statistically significant in all periods but 2000. Neither Population nor Area is significant.
17 Notably, the F-statistic is consistently lower in results when compared with those for log real openness, indicating the instruments are weaker in this case.
18
Still, the hypothesis that our instrument can be excluded from the regression finds no support over all periods.
Productivity, Institutions, and Trade
We present cross-section results for our five selected years (1980, 1985, 1990, 1995, 2000) to consider the stability and evolution of the estimated coefficients. Table 4 reports our results using 2SLS estimation 19 when examining the effect of trade on labor productivity.
We find that in 1980 Institutional Quality and two of the continent dummies are statistically significant in explaining labor productivity. Results for 1985 reveal the same two continent dummies Area and Institutional Quality as statistically significant. In these two years, 1980 and 1985, trade measured as real openness does not have an explanatory role for labor 17 The fraction of population speaking one of the main five languages in Europe was initially included, but it was always insignificant and was not included in the final regressions. 18 We also used the variable ''legal origin'' as an additional instrument for institutional quality (http://rru.worldbank. org/Documents/DoingBusiness/2004/DB2004-full-report.pdf) with no significant change in results. 19 The Stata command ivreg2 with the gmm2s, small, and robust options was used for the estimations. Here lprod is log of real labor productivity, GDP per person employed; open and ropen are openness and real openness: lopen and lropen are the same variables in logs; lpop is the log of population, larea is the log of area in square kilometers, and IQual is the institutional quality index proxied with the EFW index; efwi is constructed using four components of the EFW index, excluding freedom of trade; lgrav denotes the bilateral trade shares predicted by the gravity equation; ldisteq is the distance from the equator. daustrasia, dafrica, deurope are regional dummies that take the value of one when a given country is located in the region, and zero otherwise.
productivity, and the amount of variance explained by our regressors is the lowest across our sample periods. For 1990 and 1995 Institutional Quality retains significance in explaining productivity as well as Real Openness and two continent dummies. For 2000, Real Openness, Institutional Quality, and the Africa dummy display statistically significant coefficients (1%). The impact of a 1% change in trade (openness) on productivity is estimated at between 0.58% and 0.67%, which is an economically significant impact on labor productivity. Our measured impact lies below the range of estimates of around 1% (for 1985) presented in Noguer and T-statistics are reported below each coefficient, and ., +, and * denote statistical significance at the 10%, 5%, and 1% levels, respectively. The dependent variable is lprice, the log of the price level. Fe denotes fixed effects estimation, and Re denotes random effects estimation. lropen is real openness defined as the log of trade at exchange rate US$ relative to GDP at PPP US$. This variable is instrumented with the trade shares predicted by the gravity equation; lpop is the log of population, and ldisteq is the distance from the equator. daustrasia, dafrica, and deurope are regional dummies that take the value of one when a given country is located in the region, and zero otherwise. IQual is institutional quality instrumented using four components of the EFW index, excluding freedom of trade. F_f is the Fstatistic for the first stage regression, and F_fp is the associated probability. Hausman is a Hausman test for which the null hypothesis is orthogonality between the regressors and the unobserved heterogeneity, and Prob. denotes the associated probability. T-statistics are reported below each coefficient, and ., +, and * denote statistical significance at the 10%, 5%, and 1% levels, respectively. lgrav denotes the bilateral trade shares predicted by the gravity equation; lpop is the log of population, larea is the area of the country in natural logs, and ldisteq is the distance from the equator in natural logs. englfrac is the fraction of inhabitants that speak English. dafrica, deurope, and daustrasia are regional dummies that take the value of one when a given country is located in the region, and zero otherwise.
Siscart ( 
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Having controlled for trade, institutions, and scale/size effects, our continent dummies indicate that labor productivity is lower in the African continent and in Asia-Pacific than in North America, our default dummy. The evolution over time shows that in Africa and Asia- 20 An average of five indicators of the quality of public governance: (1) the extent of government corruption, (2) efficacy of the rule of law, (3) perceived efficiency of the government bureaucracy, (4) perceived risk of repudiation of contracts by the government, and (5) average protection against expropriation risk sourced from IRIS Centre (University of Maryland), from monthly International Country Risk Guide (ICRG) data provided by Political Risk Services Group. 21 We examined the possibility of separating the elements contained in the aggregated Economic Freedom of the World index, but issues of high correlation precluded their simultaneous inclusion in estimations. T-statistics are reported below each coefficient, and ., +, and * denote statistical significance at the 10%, 5%, and 1% levels, respectively. Dependent variable lprod is log of real labor productivity, GDP per person employed; lropen is real openness defined as the log of trade at exchange rate US$ relative to GDP at PPP US$; IQual is institutional quality constructed using four components of the EFW index; lpop is the log of population; larea is the area of the country in natural logs, and ldisteq is the distance from the equator in natural logs. dafrica, deurope, and daustrasia are regional dummies that take the value of one when a given country is located in the region, and zero otherwise. Hansen J test of overidentifying restrictions, acceptance of the null hypothesis, indicates that the instruments are valid (results indicate acceptance of H 0 ). The last two rows report the Durbin-Wu-Hausman of endogeneity of lropen and IQual and the associated probability of acceptance (the results from the tests indicate rejection of H 0 ). OLS results are provided in the Appendix for comparison.
Pacific the negative differential has somewhat decreased, with the latter dummy no longer significant in 2000.
For completeness, we also ran OLS regressions for each year using the two alternative measures for the openness variable, with our results provided in Appendix Table A2 . Our estimated impact on productivity of a 1% change in trade lies between 0.5% and 0.54%, again both statistically and economically significant. The coefficients are generally more precisely estimated under OLS than under 2SLS, because the standard errors are almost always lower. We perform Durbin-Wu-Hausman tests of the hypothesis that Openness and Institutional Quality are uncorrelated with the residuals, and thus OLS are unbiased. For most of the coefficients and years we can marginally reject the hypothesis that the OLS and the 2SLS estimates are equal: Results from diagnostic tests are shown in the last two rows of Table 4 . Both tests are, in the usual classical statistical sense, conservative about concluding endogeneity. If theory or evidence from other studies or even common sense suggests endogeneity, this may suffice to proceed with the 2SLS regardless of the results of the test. In this case, it is convenient to report both the OLS and the IV estimates and the test results, and we interpret the findings from the analysis accordingly.
Similarly to Frankel and Romer (1999) , our results show that the IV and OLS estimates of the trade impact never differ substantially and that moving from OLS to IV increases the estimated impact of both trade and country size on productivity. Interestingly, with respect to institutional quality, moving from OLS to IV significantly increases the estimated impact of this variable on labor productivity in our yearly estimations. 22 We also present results for the whole panel (an unbalanced panel with a maximum of 512 observations), permitting us to estimate an ''average effect'' by running a single regression incorporating individual effects and time dummies for the five years analyzed. Both Real Openness and Openness (nominal) were treated as alternative dependent variables and compared over several alternative specifications. Results are shown in Table 5 .
We first estimated a pooled-OLS model (1) with time effects (see columns 2 and 9 for Real Openness and Openness, respectively). In order to control for unobserved heterogeneity we also estimated the whole panel using a within-2-ways fixed-effects (fe) estimator and the generalized least squares random-effects (re) estimator (fe and re results are presented in columns 3 and 4 for Real Openness; 10 and 11 for Openness). A Breusch-Pagan test indicates that we may reject the null hypothesis of zero variance of the individual effects, and, therefore, the re model is preferred to the pooled model. However, a Hausman test indicates that we reject the null hypothesis of orthogonality between the random effects and the regressors, implying that only the fe estimates are consistent. 22 We also used 3SLS estimation, which provides a comprehensive and, arguably, more complete estimation method across the system of equations that characterize the relationships among our variables of interest. To conserve space these results are available from the authors on request. By using 3SLS we further control for cross-correlation of the residuals in the three different equations. 3SLS combines the seemingly unrelated regression (SUR) technique with the 2SLS technique, and it is, therefore, more accurate. Although we observe that some of the coefficients are higher in magnitude than those obtained with the 2SLS method (Real openness and Area), our main results are unchanged in that Real Openness, Institutional Quality, Area, and Distance, and the continent dummies are statistically significant variables in explaining labor productivity, whereas population is not. The size of the impact of trade on labor productivity is higher according to this method at 0.7% for a given 1% change. T-statistics are reported below each coefficient, and ., +, and * denote statistical significance at the 10%, 5%, and 1% levels, respectively. Dependent variable lprod is log of real labor productivity, GDP per person employed. lropen is real openness defined as the log of trade at exchange rate US$ relative to GDP at PPP US$, IQual is institutional quality constructed using four components of the EFW index, lpop is the log of population, larea is the area of the country in natural logs, and ldisteq is the distance from the equator in natural logs. dafrica, deurope, and daustrasia are regional dummies that take the value of one when a given country is located in the region, and zero otherwise. Breusch Pagan is a test for zero variance of the time-invariant component of the error term (random effects), and Breusch Pagann Prob is the associated probability that indicates rejection of the null. Hausman is a Hausman test for which null hypothesis is orthogonality between the regressors and the unobserved heterogeneity, and Prob. denotes the associated probability.
We find that most of the variability of the data is across countries rather than within countries, because the within-country variability is substantially reduced (R 2 remains around 0.22). The main difficulty in controlling for the endogeneity of some of the regressors in a paneldata model with fixed effects is that most of the available instruments for the institutional quality variable are time invariant, preventing us from using an instrumental variable estimator with fixed effects, because in this case we are able to explain only the within variation of the dependent variable not being able to obtain coefficients for the time-invariant variables or to use instruments that are time invariant.
We consider three approaches to deal with these issues. First, the Hausman-Taylor estimator can be computed that lies between the within-fixed effects and the GLS-randomeffects estimators and considers some variables as endogenous and correlated with the unobserved heterogeneity, while treating others as exogenous. The endogenous variables are then instrumented by using the values of the given variables averaged over time. We consider Openness and Institutional Quality as endogenous and the rest of regressors as exogenous. The results are presented in columns 5 and 11. A second option is to consider a GLS-2SLS-randomeffects model that uses external instruments for the endogenous variables, results for which are presented in columns 6 and 12. Finally, the third option is to eliminate the unobserved heterogeneity by taking first differences of the time-variant variables and estimate the model by using the generalized method of moments (GMM). Because we are also interested in our timeinvariant regressors, we specified a system of two equations: one with the variables in levels and the other with the variables in first differences. As valid instruments for two of the endogenous variables (lagged productivity and institutional quality) we use lagged values of the given variables in levels for the equation in first differences and in differences for the variables in levels. For Openness we continue to use the ''gravity-derived'' instrument. Column 7 shows the results when a GMM system is estimated. This last model is specified as a dynamic model, because the corresponding static model did not pass the specification test, and, therefore, the lagged dependent variable is also introduced as a regressor.
We conclude that the best estimates with inclusion of Real Openness are the GMM system with time effects. There is support for a statistically significant impact of Institutional Quality on productivity in almost all specifications including Openness or Real Openness. Real Openness appears as statistically significant in all specifications. Distance from the equator remains statistically significant across specifications. Population is also statistically significant in most cases, indicating this measure of economy size/scale also explains productivity performance. Area, while significant using Openness in three specifications, is insignificant when Real openness is included in the specification, offering limited support for the role for scale, available resources, and perhaps internal trade in explaining productivity.
An interesting aspect of our results is that in some of the panel estimations (fe, re, and HT in Table 5 ) we find Population negatively signed and significant, whereas Area is positively signed and significant (re and HT in Table 5 ). A larger area can have a positive impact on productivity through increased natural resources and/or a negative effect via lower intracountry trade. Focusing on country size and holding population density constant (population/area) the effect of country size on productivity would be the sum of both the log of population and the log of area coefficients (Frankel and Romer 1999) . From the panel results presented in Table 5 we identify a negative scale effect in part of our results, because the coefficient of population is greater in magnitude than the coefficient on area. However, this result is not found in the GMM system estimations because only population is significant and the effect is positive rather than negative.
Robustness
First, we tested for the robustness of our results to the inclusion of outliers. The results of our sensitivity analysis using the GMM system estimator are provided in Table 6 . 23 Statistical significance of Real Openness appears robust (although in the case of non-OECD countries, the confidence level is 10%). Findings for Institutional quality indicate statistical insignificance in the case of OECD countries, which may result from the nature of the instrument and its measurement, or indicate that these countries have reached the critical level of institutional quality beyond which changes generate no measurable impact on labor productivity. Rodrik (2006) used the term ''binding constraints'' to describe such impacts. Population is significant and positively signed, and Area remains statistically insignificant over the entire set of analyses.
Distance from the equator is not statistically significant in most cases. We also investigated whether countries with a low Institutional Quality (20% lowest scores) benefit less in labor productivity terms from trade than countries with higher scores (Bormann, Busse, and Neuhaus 2006) . We created a dummy variable (DIQual) that takes a value of one if a country belongs to the 20% bottom quintile, and equals zero otherwise. We interact this dummy with Real Openness and add both to the list of explanatory variables. ð4:1Þ
Column 6 of Table 6 shows both trade and institutional quality variables have a positive influence on productivity; the coefficients are both significant at the 1% level. The dummy DIQual and the interactive term Trade*DIQual are both insignificant, showing no evidence that trade has a negative impact on productivity in the countries with low-quality institutions.
We reestimated the extended model for alternative threshold levels but increasing it to 30%, 40%, and 50% did not change the results-the interactive term was always insignificant. Contrary to Bormann, Busse, and Neuhaus (2006) we find no evidence that countries with the worst quality of institutions are unable to benefit from trade.
We also recognize that it is possible that the importance of trade in explaining labor productivity may also be related to country size. A large country might be closed to trade but still maintain high productivity because of the internal, within-country opportunities for trade. The corollary is that a small country that is closed may suffer large relative productivity losses. This possibility calls for an interaction term between trade and country size. The last column of Table 6 estimates the model adding such an interaction term. The negatively signed coefficient indicates that trade has a positive effect on labor productivity, but this effect decreases for more populated countries. 24 Although the impact is small, measured as a coefficient of 20.07
(relative to the estimated effect of trade on productivity of 0.77), it does provide support for the argument that market size confers productivity advantages on larger countries that would be T-statistics are reported below each coefficient, and ., +, and * denote statistical significance at the 10%, 5%, and 1% levels, respectively. Dependent variable lprod is log of real labor productivity, GDP per person employed. lropen is real openness defined as the log of trade at exchange rate US$ relative to GDP at PPP US$, IQual is institutional quality constructed using four components of the EFW index, lpop is the log of population, larea is the area of the country in natural logs, and ldisteq is the distance from the equator in natural logs. dafrica, deurope, and daustrasia are regional dummies that take the value of one when a given country is located in the region, and zero otherwise. dIQual is a dummy that takes the value of one when the IQual variable belongs to the lower 20% quintile of the distribution. tdIQual 5 dIQual * lropen and tlpop 5 lpop * lropen. a HKLS denotes Hong Kong, Luxembourg, and Singapore, which we omitted as outliers from our data sample (following Frankel and Romer 1999) , with marginal impact on the coefficient for trade and no impact on the coefficient for Institutional Quality.
difficult if not impossible for smaller countries to imitate, irrespective of their propensity to trade.
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Finally, to compare our results with previous research Table 7 presents findings using 1985 data to allow for a comparison with Frankel and Romer (1999) and Noguer and Siscart (2005) . Models 1 and 2 in Table 7 are comparable to models 1 and 2 in Noguer and Siscart (2005, p. 450) and to Frankel and Romer (1999, p. 387) . We obtain generally similar results using our slightly different sample of countries. The trade coefficient is close to unity when the model is estimated using OLS and considering only population and area as additional explanatory variables. In addition, using instrumental variables the coefficient increases to 1.85 in our results (comparable to 1.62 in Frankel and Romer 1999 and 2.59 in Noguer and Siscart 2005) . Similar to the findings in Noguer and Siscart (2005) the trade coefficient is significantly reduced when institutional quality is added as an additional regressor (models 5 and 6 in Table 7 ). Focusing on 1985, our research supports the contention that gains historically attributed to trade capture instead the roles of institutions and geography.
It is clear, however, that inclusion of our preferred measure of trade (preferred in the context of the Balassa-Samuelson effects evident in our sample data) and our preferred measure of Institutional Quality generate, in Model 5, a statistically insignificant coefficient on the trade variable with the dependent variable of living standards. The weight of evidence generated by our estimations in total, however, leads us to conclude that the empirical results for 1985 do not reflect the strong general tendency of trade impacting positively, in its economic significance, on income and productivity. Furthermore, the evidence generated by Model 6 in this table also indicates the importance of the choice of measures of Institutional Quality because with the inclusion of the component representing Legal Structure and Security of Property Rights in the Economic Freedom of the World Index, a finding of a statistically significant coefficient on trade results.
Summary and Conclusions
Empirically, a range of results using different techniques across different country samples yield alternative results in terms of how trade relates to growth and productivity. We add to this literature using the real openness measure as a determinant of labor productivity applied in a cross-country panel setting and using a rich data set over the 1980-2000 period. Our findings over this period support the conclusion that trade is significantly positively related to labor productivity. Without the addition of geography controls, we find that an upward bias on the coefficient on trade is evident. Similarly if a measure of institutions is omitted, productivity gains attributed to trade are overstated. 25 We also estimated the extended model specification using OLS and 2SLS yearly and for the whole panel. To conserve space, results are not reported here but are available on request from the authors. When using OLS, the two new variables are almost always insignificant, and trade remains positively associated with productivity levels, in most years, with a higher coefficient. When using 2SLS, the dummy and the interactive term are always insignificant. For the whole panel, the two additional variables are significant (and with the expected signs) when IV-random-effects are employed. However, the Hausman test indicates that only the fixed-effects results are consistent when instrumental variables are not used.
Our finding that trade is a statistically significant explanatory variable for labor productivity across our sample of countries, when geography controls and institutional quality are included, emerges from 1990 onward. The results from our preferred panel estimates suggest that a one-percentage-point increase in trade, measured as real openness, raises productivity by 0.16% in the short term-more modest than in other results-while the coefficient for the long term is 0.80 (0.16/(120.80), more in line with previous findings in crosssectional studies. The size of this coefficient is economically significant because a 1% increase in trade (i.e., real openness) leads to an increase of 0.8% in labor productivity.
Although our findings relate to panel estimation, the results of comparison for 1985 place our results in the context of related research. We conclude that gains historically attributed to trade capture instead the roles of institutions and geography, and the trade coefficient is T-statistics are reported below each coefficient, and ., + and * denote statistical significance at the 10%, 5%, and 1% levels, respectively. Dependent variable lgdpp is log of real GDP per person (from Penn World Tables 6.2). lropen is real openness defined as the log of trade at exchange rate US$ relative to GDP at PPP US$, IQual is institutional quality constructed using four components of the EFW index, lpop is the log of population, larea is the area of the country in natural logs, and ldisteq is the distance from the equator in natural logs. dafrica, deurope, and daustrasia are regional dummies that take the value of one when a given country is located in the region, and zero otherwise. Hansen J test of overidentifying restrictions, acceptance of the null hypothesis, indicates that the instruments are valid (results indicate acceptance of H 0 ). The last two rows report the Durbin-Wu-Hausman of endogeneity of lropen and IQual and the associated probability of acceptance (the results from the tests indicate in most cases acceptance of H 0 ). A2_ is one of the components of the EFWI called ''legal structure and security of property rights. '' significantly reduced when institutional quality is added as an additional explanatory variable in an analysis of living standards (GDP per capita).
Additionally, we find no evidence to imply that countries with the lowest quality institutions do not benefit from trade, although the impact of trade increases when controlling for those countries with lowest institutional quality. Our robustness analysis raises questions about the role of institutions for OECD countries and points to the possibility of these countries having reached a critical level of institutions required to facilitate high labor productivity. This highlights the need for further research.
We find support for a scale effect in our panel regressions (GMM system) as the population variable appears with a statistically significant and positively signed coefficient, in support of a positive effect of country size on labor productivity. Taken together with the finding that our interaction term between trade and country size is decreasing with country size this indicates that the theoretical rationale for inclusion of the variable in terms of an absorption effect finds empirical support here.
We find a robust relationship between institutional quality and labor productivity across our entire sample, being more pronounced in the latter periods. It is possible that data quality issues arise in the 1980s, and we know that few reliable measures for institutions exist that are older than 10 years. In using a composite measure of institutions over the time period of this study we sought to take a comprehensive account of their effect in the trade-productivity relationship. While focusing on individual components was not possible because of correlations of the individual components and trade in our study, further research should target an examination of the nuanced nature of the channels through which these impact on productivity and income.
Empirical studies in this area must grapple further with how best to measure Institutional Quality, given its broad coverage and definition, and attempt to identify more specifically the elements that matter most for income and productivity. Nonetheless, the finding that trade matters significantly for national productivity is a strong result from our analyses. Table A1 . List of Countries Included in Analyses List of Countries: 1980 T-statistics are presented below coefficients, and ., +, and * denote statistical significance at the 10%, 5%, and 1% levels, respectively. Dependent variable lprod is log of real labor productivity, GDP per person employed. lopen for real openness is the log of trade at exchange rate US$ relative to GDP at PPP US$; for nominal openness lopen is the sum of exports and imports expressed as a fraction of GDP, in nominal terms. IQual is institutional quality proxied with four elements of the Economic Freedom of the World Index, lpop is the log of population, larea is the area of the country in natural logs, and ldisteq is the distance from the equator in natural logs. dafrica, deurope, and daustrasia are regional dummies that take the value of one when a given country is located in the region, and zero otherwise.
